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Develop a brand awareness strategy to
increase Instagram Followers by 5% by end

of Summer 2022

Goal 1 Goal 2 

Increase social media engagement through a
campaign on one of Buddha's Brew's Social

Media Platforms.

Our Goals

 



Research 

Methodology



76 Survey Responses

Conducted a brand and product awareness
survey with a majority of respondents in the

target demographic of 18-24

10 Interviews 

Learned more on customer social media
preferences and trends 

Social Media Data

Extracted and stratified data from the Meta
Business Suite and Sales Data from stores



Research 

Key Takeaways
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40% OF INTERVIEWEES
HIGHLY VALUE THE
VARIETY OF FLAVOR
OVER HEALTH BENEFITS
OF KOMBUCHA

75% OF OUR SURVEY
RESPONDENTS  KNOWS
WHAT KOMBUCHA IS BUT
DOES NOT RECOGNIZE THE
BUDDHA'S BREW NAME

90% OF SURVEY
RESPONDENTS SHOPPED
AT STORES THAT SELL
BUDDHA'S BREW

60% OF INTERVIEWEES ARE
EASILY INFLUENCED BY
SOCIAL MEDIA ADS AND
TRENDS

90% OF INTERVIEWEES
AGREED THAT A CLEAN AND
COHESIVE FEED MADE
THEM MORE INCLINED TO
FOLLOW AND ENGAGE WITH
A BRAND

40% OF INTERVIEWEES
FOLLOW F&B BRANDS TO
ENGAGE WITH THEIR
GIVEAWAYS OR
INFORMATIVE CONTENT
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INSTAGRAM REACH
DECREASED BY ~10%
SINCE JANUARY 2022 

6 OF THE BEST
PERFORMING POSTS ARE
ABOUT SEASONAL FLAVOR
RELEASES 

THE AVERAGE REACH ON
INSTAGRAM IS ROUGHLY
450 

AVERAGE ENGAGEMENT
RATE OF 5% ON INSTAGRAM  
IN THE LAST SIX MONTHS 

PINEAPPLE SUPER GREENS,
PEACH MINT, AND
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE
ARE THEIR BEST-SELLING
FLAVORS IN STORE. 

75% OF THEIR FOLLOWING
ON SOCIAL MEDIA IS
WOMAN  BETWEEN 18-45



Social Media 

SWOT Analysis
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STRENGTHS

OPPORTUNITIES

WEAKNESS

THREATS

Lots of communication with
community
Established Facebook presence  
Advertise their large variety of
flavors for locally brewed
kombucha 

Low engagement on Instagram
Lacks cohesiveness and a
general theme on Instagram 
Lack of education on posts 
Website link not in Bio 

 

Giveaways 
Lifestyle Content 
Leverage loyal customers  
Expand into Tik Tok
Collaborating with influencers
or local brands

Highly saturated market 
Decrease in Experience
Marketing content 
Shift to more digital marketing
Not enough content



Brand Awareness 

Strategy 



User-
Generated
Content 

 In an interview we conducted one of the
interviewees claimed, “Yes, I would
participate in giveaways when my friends
tag me!” Many others expressed the same
enthusiasm with other giveaways or
promotion posts.

One way to create brand awareness and loyalty
is the engagement between the business and
the users. With giveaways, we would help
generate leads, engage our customers and
increase our audience reach. Giveaways creates
a wide network and encourages users to
participate due to their peers. 

Increase Brand Awareness

Instagram, TikTok, Facebook



It helps create a connection between our
product and the user’s daily life. It helps us to
better align our brand, products and services
according to the different lifestyles of our
consumers. This creates a better brand message
and personalizes customer’s needs.

This captures the essence of lifestyle
marketing, allowing users to feel included or
as if it was “speaking to them.”

Lifestyle Marketing 

User-
Generated
Content 

Instagram, TikTok, Facebook



Cohesive
Aesthetic &
Content

Instagram

makes a brand more visually appealing to a

customer, leading to more inclination to

purchase from that company

photography shots and editing style should be

taken in a clean, refreshing manner

having a color scheme makes a page look more

united

bright colors are more attractive and

capture attention





Local
Hashtags
Current Hashtags are very

General
Hashtags create great visibility for a campaign

and help you reach your target audience by

using relevant hashtags that you know your

audience is already following. Your hashtags not

only connect you with your audience but also

your audience with each other! 

More Effective Hashtags 
 #AustinHealth #AustinLife  #AustinKombucha

#ShopAustin #BuddhasBrew #AustinYoga

#AustinDrinks #Health #CleanEating #EatClean

 #MealPrep #Diet #Nutrition #HealthyEating #Vegan 



Improve
Captions 

A caption is a description that accompanies a

photo on social media. These captions can

include text, hashtags, @ mentions, and emojis.

Captions are an important part of telling your

post’s story on social media and are a key driver

of engagement. 

Captions are also a great way to ask your target

market if they have any questions!



Social Media and Consumer Trends show increased
interest in a clean and modern brand image 

More Modern & Cohesive Aesthetic

Update Website

Website  



Email
Newsletter   

Use  to inform loyal
customers on Farmer's
Market Locations 
Increase education 
Frees up valuable
caption space 
New way to interact with
customers and get
feedback
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UPDATE SOCIAL MEDIA AESTHETIC TO
BE MORE COHESIVE & MODERN 

USE USER GENERATED CONTENT &
MARKET A LIFESTYLE AS A PART OF
THE BRAND

UTILIZE MORE LOCAL HASHTAGS TO
INCREASE AUSTIN AUDIENCE & USE
INFORMATIVE CAPTIONS TO ENGAGE &
TELL STORIES
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EMAIL NEWSLETTER/GCAL OF
FARMER'S MARKET DATES & TIMES 

UPDATE WEBSITE UX AND DESIGN 



Thank you!



Appendix



Having a cohesive aesthetic allows for a brand to be more visually appealing to the consumer, and makes them more inclined
to purchase from that company. The increasing usage of social media, especially in the age 18-24 demographic, has made

consumers pickier about the businesses they choose to invest time in because of the vast amount of accounts to look at. By
cultivating an appealing page, younger audiences will find Buddha’s Brew more trendy and attractive.

Long-term goals: To maintain an aesthetic, having photo presets can make a feed tie together. Apps, such as Adobe
Lightroom or VSCO, have filters that can be added to pictures to make them look similar to each other. Make sure a photo is
not overly saturated or overexposed, or it will look dated. Slanted shots also look unprofessional, and compositions with things
that are related to the brand will cause association with those objects. For example, if Buddha’s Brew promotes relaxation with
their kombucha by posting a picture of someone peacefully sitting outside with their drink, viewers will start to want Buddha’s

Brew kombucha when they relax. Easy ways to create posts can be to edit photos in a photo editing app and then transfer
them to Canva. Canva is user-friendly and intuitive to understand, and can easily elevate a future post. In addition, having a

color scheme makes a page look united. When you want to change a color scheme, slowly transition to another color to look
pleasing while still shifting the theme. Having bright, captivating colors will capture attention the best. 

Photos



Utilize questions in captions 
Ask people to follow and post their experience at the farmer's market
Photo contest from followers on when they drink kombucha in their daily lives  

 For the first strategy we are recommending, is having more user generated content. One way to create
brand awareness and brand loyalty is the engagement between the business and the users. A few ways we
can accomplish this are through giveaways and lifestyle marketing. With giveaways, we would help generate

leads, engage our customers and increase our audience reach. Giveaways creates a wide network and
encourages users to participate due to their peers. Lifestyle marketing helps create a connection between

our product and the user’s daily life. Lifestyle segmentation would help us to better align our brand,
products and services according to the different lifestyles of your consumers. This creates a better brand

message and personalizes customer’s needs.

 

User Generated
Content


